Ordinance Changes
- Planning for upcoming year still underway
- Anticipate bringing to ACT in April and submitting for May BOT

Transportation Working Group Update
- Student Safe Ride Survey Feedback
  - Incorporated feedback from group
  - Survey available at:
- Distribution and timing of survey
  - Asking campus partners to communicate
  - Are there restrictions about surveys?
  - Considerations for sending out the survey
  - Can the survey be sent out as a university-wide email?
    - Typically work with campus partners for student specific survey, may be able to put on website
    - Campus-wide emails are generally restricted
    - Laura offers possibility to work with Grad School and reaching out through Student Services Coordinators
    - Molly offers that GPSF can also help push information out, including newsletter, emails, or senate meeting (depending on timing)
    - Chris offers Dr. Welfort in Institutional Research for guidance and coordination; Student Affairs can help push information to undergraduate student contacts; Question: Will survey require an ONYEN login to help capture demographic information; Chris Williams IT as a contact for student surveys/ONYEN authentication
  - Martha offers to clarify or frame the survey that services would be post-COVID; and allows marketing about Safe Ride Service (and all late-night transportation services)
  - Transportation Working Group meeting next week; collect additional feedback
- Micro-mobility Update
  - Small, light-weight vehicles that operate below 15 mph (bikes, e-bikes, scooters, et cetera)
  - Growing to address first mile, last mile
  - Tar Heel Bikes, operated by Bolt (formerly Gotcha), will expire May 2022
    - Requesting information from potential provides
    - Working with Town of Chapel Hill and Town of Carrboro for seamless bike share program
Accessibility Update, Wil Steen

- Update accessibility processes
- Considerations for population (employees, students, visitors)
- Summary
  - 2017 – Transportation and Parking Accessibility Committee (TPAC) reviews applications for transportation accommodations
  - 2019 – Contracted with Kimley-Horn to provide comprehensive maintenance plans for parking facilities; also working with Facilities Planning for ADA guidelines
  - 2020 – Transportation Accessibility Committee (TAC) created to provide guidance on issues related to ADA accommodations and access
- Website Updates for Accessibility Accommodations (move.unc.edu/parking/accessibility)
- Comment from John: Thank you for the work, Athletics has accessibility needs for events.
  - Opportunity to review process
  - Evaluate services for the community
  - Trying to bring together expertise on campus to support

Round Table

- Julia Lisuzzo, College of Arts and Sciences – No updates
- Allan Blattner, Carolina Housing
  - Fall 2021, ~3800 students living on main campus
  - So far, 2800 elected to return next fall
  - In addition to Baity Hill, which has been full
  - Granville Tower, one tower under renovation, anticipate all 3 towers operational, 1300 students in the fall
- Chris Payne, Student Affairs
  - Introductory information or text for the survey to provide additional information to students, introduce the survey to students
  - Fall 2021
  - Construction at SASB
    - Access to ADA space in the area
    - Clarification of how spaces were going to be used
- Jeff Watson, UNC Hospitals - Surgical tower and generator plant construction
- John Brunner, Athletics
  - Athletic events reduced capacity
  - Current state guidelines allow 2 guests per student athlete
  - Proposing an opportunity to increase capacity in facilities in March and April
  - Preparing for Spring Football (7% capacity)
  - Season tickets for fall on sale
- Joyce Tan, Research and Postdoctoral Fellows
  - 50% cap in research labs changed within individual units to determine best capacity, allow flexibility within parameters
  - Staggering continues, but depends on each unit
  - Will adjust as conditionals allow
- Laura Pratt, Employee Forum
  - Elections upcoming
  - Desire for continued telework in the future
Parking Enforcement on Wellness Days – Yes, parking regulations will remain in effect for consistency
- Mel Hurston, UNC Hospital – No Updates
- Martha Modlin, School of Medicine – No Updates
- Molly Gaskin, GPSF – elections coming up soon

Adverse Weather (February 18)
- Transit Delays until 11 am or noon
- T&P update will be posted after this meeting
- Craige Deck and S11 open for commuters impacted by transit

Adjournment: 3:54 pm